


To BE- FUOL Mr m\TC6ThTe

Next issue of PAS-tell will see it as a full-fledged art magazine for fans. This 
should come about in May, or sooner if we can get all the goodies together. The way I 
would like to see this work out is a quarterly magazine, and monthly news bulletins 
about the progress of the show plans. How does that sound?

\le have some departments already lined up for the magazine; one about art markets 
in Los Angeles and New York (and elsewhere if we can get reporters). Bernie Zuber, who 
works for Dell Publishing co, and has friends in art jobs around Southern California, 
will lead off. We hope Alma Hill will send some observations from New York; and anyone 
else who has an idea of job-opportunities in your area, please let me know. I have also 
asked a friend from UPA cartoon studios to tell about working there. Any more ideas?

There will be a question-and-answer column (probably named something horrid like 
"Out On A Limn") which will try to answer puzzling questions you have concerning art, 
materials, techniques, etc. In some cases, we may even be able to tell you where to 
obtain a special material. With several art schools, huge art supply stores, and the 
county art museum at hand, it will be a rare question we can't find some answer to J Try 
this; there is no question that is too "stupid" to ask. You would be surprised to know 
that there is a whole troop of "sophisticated" art school students who ask the same 4 
questions you are too shy to bring up. We'll even use initials or something, if you wish.

Along with job-opportunity articles, we will also try to give an idea of the sbhools 
and their teaching technique; for those of you who are interested. Is anyone taking one 
of the mail-order lessons who would, tell us about them?

Another idea is to present some fanzine art techniques; how to handle everything 
from hekto, ditto, mimeo, clear thru to photo-offset. The different brand names that 
fans use (why Gestetner stencils only must be used on a Gestetner) and how to improvise 
the tools you need for doing art with any one of these methods. You fans out there; 
editors, and artists, who have handled these various methods; how about some info about 
them? This could do more to improve the art in fanzines than you would believe]

We are not imterested in printing artwork in this magazine, except as fillers to 
break up the print, and some experimental work which would not fit another fanzine. We 
most certainly do not wish to be responsible for drawing art away from the general fan
zine field. We are interested in covers, fillos, and illustrated pages of art techni
que. The main subject of all this should have to do with fan-art.

When we get the details worked out, there may be a quarterly contest in the pages 
of PAS-tell, to illustrate a certain book/orrbooks; with free rein or some special 
stipulation (like emphasis on costume, portraits, etc) and the results of the contest 
to be farmed out to fanzines after full judging and criticism. (These fanzines will 
not be picked at random, but will be ones which have shown an interest in fan art and 
made a real effort in. good reproduction of art—send in your suggestions and choices of 
fanzines, if you are really interested in this.) There will probably be nothing but 
glory and egoboo as the prizes, but the exercise--will be good for you. Well, maybe we 
could manage to send out a crowquill pen, or a patty of Pelikan gold watercolor....

Do you have any ideas, suggestions, or volunteers of work? What would you like to 
see in YOUR magazine? What would you like to include; what features, articles, etc,? 
Please let me know; for I can't know what you want without your letters. Ue will try 
very hard to keep to a regular schedule—with any kind of luck, our particularly trying 
times are over——and with a full staff; anyone could take over in case of ^rouble again. 
Now, people, it's up to you.'



This is PAS-tell #5 or 6; who keeps count? Published supposedly to 
forward Project Art Show which just presented its first show at the . 
18th World Science Fiction Convention in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.-

Editor: Bjo Trimble, 8^ StkeeTj Los Angeles 5y California.

IN THIS ISSUE: Report on the show, financial aid otherwise; financial 
report on PAS-tell and other expenses; and more points for discussion; 
also some statistics for those who like numbers. Something -1 everyone J 

GoveA. BY UOHMMY BOKBeet who's next?

^/TTCO^ /jpj ...
Wo did it, gang! The show was a success! There wore all kinds 

of mistakes (most of 'cm mine, Ilm sorry to state) and there have 
boon minor and major grotches already about the way things wore run. 
But, ’in the amazed eyes of the average PITTCON attendee, the show was 
most certainly a success. The full story is one that had mo in a 
daze for days; all during the PITTCON as a matter of fact.

When the PITTCON said we could have room to hang the artwork, 
they wanted :to know how much we’d be showing. I couldn't even.guess, 
but at their insistance, I guesstimated, "Oh, maybe twenty paintings?"

We had one hundred and thirty-two entries; counting the Tolkien 
figures; all as 'one entry, and the chess figures as one. All this from 
301 artists; some of them "last minute" ringers who showed up without 
warning with some artwork, or simply sent something in!

Not everything was - strictly speaking - eligible for the show, 
but I was so delirious with joy that I hung everything; also to got 
outside- reactions on things which I had some personal doubts about.

Here, in alphabetical order, arc tho artists, and some details
about their participation in the shows

GEORGE BARR: works mostly in colored pencil and inks. Sent "World of 
Piro Mountain" (2nd in Popular Vote), #hiuk"is for 

sale; "Faitn^ which was traded to Bjo; "The Enchantod Pool" 
for sale: $25 «; "Lorelei": $35a; "Summer Night Dream" sold 
"Shrine in the Hall of Fame" display only; Shade of Hight": 
$18o;; a small, exquisite pencil sketch: sold; "Poseidon": 

sold; "Lio tai' lions tor": $15-.; color sketch for "Crystal 
Castle": sold; and two small illos black-h-whito: "The 
Blob": 05»; "Ali Baba & the 40 Theivos": $3.50. Two very 
beautiful color paintings wore sold in Barr's studio to 
Bill Ellorn and Ernie Wheatley, when wo wont over to 
pick up the artwork (on our way to the PITTCON).

MARVIN BRYER: sent a delicate abstract watorcolor for the ill-fated 
— raffle, and I took it to tho show. "Psychomancy" was 

not priced by Bryor; I presume it is for sale.

COLIN CAMERON: sent an ink sketch, untitled; and an abstract oil, 
"Shadow Over Innsmouth", which got a good sharo of 
noticeo This was one of tho primo examples of the 



reason for this shbw;: to exhibit talents that would never show on a( , 
mimeo stcncill This1-fine, moody oil was certainly h pleasant surprise-- . 
to 'fans who had no notion of Camcron’s ability to handle color. For r,.; 
this painting and others Of its calibre, the judges created another 
category and .gave Colin a 2nd ribbon in ''Special Award" . : •

RON COBB: creates in artist’s colors, and ink» His work was for display, 
-------------- only. "Qod", "Emissary", "Discovery"., "Expedition" won first

and trophy in Astronomical Art; "Beastie" won first in .. r ■■ . 
Outre Art} and the judges wore so impressed with Cobb's work, 
they awarded him a tri-colored ribbon; Judges' Choice.

JONI CORNEIL: works in oil. "Th? Last Man": $80; "Devil's Pries tes s": 
-----  ■ $5.; "Fire Planet": $5. The work Joni has done for

$W the art. show should not go unsung; unfortunately, there 
is. no other reward than this bit' of 'egoboo. She. not 
only talked the local Post Office into delivering art 
at any hour no matter .whether, it was special delivery.. 
or not; but did a champion job of advertising the art .

' show and the PITT CON. in the,‘local book store and 
around town. Several new members to the PITTCOIP were 
a result of her yeomanship. . Thanx til you're better

• ' paid, Jonii Next year, .it's someone olsc's turn.'

JUANITA COULSON: sent oils: "First Contact": $15.; "Spasgal &Bom": $10;
"Pries tes s of . Purge .tory" :■ $8. ; "Fire Priestesses of

• Procyon VI":' $17. and watercolors: "Charge": $11.; 
"Trixl": $8 ; "Encounter" $12 □ Also, when she saw

• that we had a "small change" table, she put out 
throe or four watercolor sketches which were sold..

GERTRUDE M. CARR: sent a rag doll to be auc.tioned off, if such came 
about o. Ue: set lit up for display and sold it.1 Œ t 
was cute, green, and exhibited another hidden talent 
in fand cm < G< M . Carr says sho makes other little 
e.t.. 's, and we'd like to see more J This was a tiny 
Martian girl, with curly toes and purple hair.

EDGAR CURTIS: sent., 'abs tract o.5 Is' in frames. luckily, wo had an un- 
. expected, windfall in easels-, iso', we could display even

those sturdy and hpravy frames . "Winter" won first in 
the Special category,, and was for display only. "The 
Trap": $30.; •"Fallout"’ |100.; "Oasis": $50.; "Red 
Shift": $150 . ; ,, "Eokusaidways" : $100.; "A King Can Look 
At a Cat": $100, -..Tho prices, I suspect, wore to dis- 
c ou rage casual buying, ..for those intricate and delicate 
paintings wore represontativo of many hours of work. 
Not all the. the art w:ay of the required sf or fantasy 
theme; tho with .abtracts, ft's hard to toll. But it 
was all sc beautifu’., wo made an deception - as in 

all ..of the entries - JUST THIS ONCE. .... J I

MARGARET DOMINICK: sent oils (and seme lovely block prints which 
———- ——————— v;QrG noj. pT>iCCd)' "Girl From Venus": $20.; "Planet 

of Cyclops": $20.; "Lucifer"; $10 (who looked 
much more like a good study of Bela-'.Lugosi than 

- anything I can.think of;-KA, arc you there?). The 



prints, "Haitian Chess" aro in tho collection of small art that wo put 
on the table -’mono of this lator. Doos this moot with DEA ’ s approval?

TIH OT H Y DUI.Î ONT : did not actively participate in tho show; but Clayton 
Hamlin.certainly saw to it that ho was well-represented. 
Seems' Hamlin has boon collectine this artists.work 
and sont in tho whole collection.1 It was a display' 
woll worth adding to tho show, and while some of. it . 
was/is for sale, all monies go to the artist.' LIos,t. 
generous of Clayton Hamlin, I'd say.' Twenty pieces 
of art, in oil, scratchboard, tempra, ink, guachc, 

. aid grease pencil; sovon pieces sold. Tim Dumont' 
carried a fow ribbons away, too; 2nd in Fantasy Art 
for "The Second Dolugo", Hon. Mention in Astronomical 
Art for "Jovian Landscape" (tho only HJÎ. tho judges 
awarded) and trophy for Liost Promising of Show which 
•is given to thc artist, not a particular painting.
Next year, maybe Tim won't bo so shy, arid we'll hoar 
frem him in person^' Chock with Clay about buying art.

CYNTHIA G OLDST ONE : had somo strangely pastol oils of monstors; "Fred": 
sold; and "A place Of Light" which won 2nd in 
Outre Art. This was for display only.

JES SA HINE GREER : entered two oils; "Tho Goldon Helix" aid "Tho Question" 
which was painted- on pinkish metallic paper; an odd 
effect. Tho Question: $5.

OWEN HANNIFEN : sent two 'huge oils depicting scenes from tho Tolkien 
books; "Orodruin & Plateau of Gorgorth": 030. ; and 
"Tho Stairs of Cirith Ungol" for display. Tho way 
he had thoso paintings packed, in a hoavy cardboard 
box, protected by layers of cardboard and oxcolsior 
insido, was a. lesson in mailing items of value!

LUKE HOLSINGER: mailed in gua-chos for display only; "The Han in tho 
Hoon", "Wreckage' of Early Venusian Expedition" and 
"Landing on tho Second Planet of Star P-701-5B, Gamma 
Sector". Next time, how about something for salo, 
Hike; oven somo small items? Fans liked your work.

BOB HORVATH: brought with him to the PITTCCK his oils; all of them 
omulating Allen St. John's works in the ERB stories. 
"La of Opar": $8.; "Lad & Lion": sold; "Tho Goldon Lion": 
sold; "Dojah Thoris" for display, "Ycdni tho Kavuru" for 
display, "Tarzan tho Terrible" for display, "Death in 
tho Gardon of Edon" for display,

BA RBI J OHN SO N : sont two' excellently detained guachos; "Duolist of 
Denob": ()25.; "The Stars My Destination": Ç35. Again 
we find, an? exemple of an artist who is familiar to 
fand only in lino-drawings in fanzinos; blossoming out 
in full chlor and dimension.

DAVE KYLE; arrived before his artwork did; and donated the artwork 
to tho project since it was by then obvious that his" 
original idoa - to give them to an. auction for getting TAFF 



funds. Thru a mistake, the paintings did not arrive on time , and so the idea was 
dropped. This is: an interesting story, by the way, and bears repeating just to show 
that the Post Office is-not always, a villian (just most.of the time J)

Seems Joni had the
local Monessen Post Office so well trained that they automatically delivered things 
to her new address when the package was addressed to. the old one, and they'd. make, trips 
out with packages that didn't look as if it'd made .the. trip, and so forth. If you've 
ever seen Joni, you. know why. When Kyle's artwork arrived, on the first day of the 
convention (which they knew about, having gotten the whole story from Joni), the Post 
Office in Monpssen took it upon’, themselves to send the package to Pittsburgh to the 
hotel.' The' hotel was the one who fouled us up by returning the' package because there 
was no Joni Cornell registered at the place; altho they already knew of the art show. 
What could the poor Post Office do -but take, it back? They 'even delivered some artwork 
on a Sunday; and took great care with everything’that came in. This should prove what 
simple explanations and a’lot of courtesy on our .part can do; at least in a small town.

JAMES LANCTOT: sent one small ink drawing, "Transformation", $5-00 which managed to 
catch an element of horror in simple, direct lines.- VZe hope to see 
much more of his work at the.next show; for one picture he sent to me, 

i . ' "The Black Madonna" has caused much comment and people want to see more.

STERLING LANIER: was a complete surprise to me; George Heap being responsible for 
: discovering him to the art show, much to everyone's enjoyment... His 
brass figures of the Tolkien- "Lord of the Rings" characters (Frodo, 
Gandalf, Legolas, Gimli, Lord of the Ringwraiths, Saruman, Goldberry, 

- Sam, Gollum, Aragorn, and five Orcs) were one of the outstanding
displays of the show. Mrs. Tullis voted for the Nazgul alone as-the 
best choice for popular vote.

Sterling also entered eleven brass chess
- J'.- figures based on William Hope. Hodgson's "The Night Land", which were

- h : - quite: as interesting. Jy • ......... ' -------
He says, in a letter that. if- anyone is interested 

in getting copies -of the figurés, it might be possible, for he is 
thinking of making a limited set.of duplicates. . Inquiries should be 
sent to: ’ GERI, 321 S.' 12th St., Philadelphia 7‘, Pennsylvania.

If enuf 
interest is shown, perhaps the project will really.get beyond the 
"maybe" stage; write and see.' ........ .. ■

ROBERT, LEE : has done small line- sketches in his SAPSzines and eleswhere; but nothing 
particularly ppectacular. So when he showed up with a really outstanding 
oil utilizing air-brush, it gave Astronomical winner Ron Cobb a run for his 
money; and caused much excitement when fans discovered that Lee is 16. IN 

4 a few more -years, he'll paint circles around Cobb'; and-then'Bone Stell. The 
painting was sold. ■ J."

GEORGE METZGER: surprised me by sending something,, after assuring .me that he had no 
time to do anything for the: show. . Thë two oils, "Folk Singer" and 
"Telephone Booth" were not of SF or fantasy nature, altho they were 
abs.traçtional in technique. v’But J'Moloch"kis one .of those paintings 
you don't easily forget; a fierce thing, of.impelling power. It won. 
third place in the popular voting. All of George's art was for display 
only, but wè have1 been given permission to reproduce "Moloch" for a 
cover on Shangri-L'Affaires; watch'for that!

CHRISTINE MOSKOWITZ : entered two large photographs,’ which 'took ts by surprise, but we 
accepted them, for no rules 'actually had been set - against photos. 
The'general feeling seeme'd to be that'while -"Space Age" was an SF 



theme, the "Elephant Fantasy" was not; beigg simple a study of glass elephant "figures. 
This does bring up the question; where does the title of a picture measure itsdccept- : 
able qualities to a show with a limited thème such as ours? Does the word "fantasy" 
in a title make it fantasy enuf to be allowed in the show or not?

This also brings up' 
the.question of photos being eligible for the show; what do you think?

NETTIE OTT: is George Barr’s sister, and a- good artist in her own right. Her little / 
abstract "Back of Beyond" $5.00, was noticed by many as being —tor feeling 
like —a real "back of beyond" type of thing. I can’t explain that; and 
nwither could anyone else] Perhaps she will show more art in thé’next show.

DAVE PROSSER: .entered a goodly show of interesting art. "Nature’s Kiss" $20^00, "The 
Lesson" $20.00, "The Red Brain" $15.00, which seemed like something out 
of a real horror-fantasy, "The Earth Shakers" $20.00, an excellent oil 
of dinosaurs, "She" $20.00 which I remember as a beautiful painting of a 
very beautiful woman, "Cycle of Death" and "Seven Footprints to Satan" 
for display only. Prosser won third place in Outré Art for "The Red 
Brain".

ANDREW REISS: was talked into joining the show with some art he’d actually brought to 
show to Harlan Ellison. His vibrant oils, "PAX" and a sorrowful blue 
face caused much comment, while the cartoons "Hobby" and "Pink Face" 
were among my favorites. Next art show, we hope Andy, won’t be so hard 
to persuade to join us; he certainly has something to, say in his work.

BHOB STEWART: was another last-minute surprise. He sold an abstract "The Night the 
Sea Kissed the Moon", which was a very good painting; and I don;t usually 

. care for this kind of work. "The Watchers" $17.00, and "Hamlet of 
Arcturus" $12.00 were also on display.

RTERARD SCHULTZ: displayed one item, and made a story, and is now a happy artist. The 
item was a wood-carving of "The Temples of Barsoom", a simple, deeply 
cut work featuring one broken column lying in the sands of Mars. The 
story is elsewhere in this issue; I think you'll like it.

STEVE STILES.: who shows promise in lipe drawings, entered some off-beat but excellent 
bits of work. "Study in Green" $4.00, "Maze? $2.00, and "Lonesome/* $4.50. 
If I had had any money of my own to spend, "Study in Green" or "Lonesome" 
would be decoracting my home, right now. ;

GREGG TRENDEINE: sent his-artwork in., such a huge box, 1 .bet Joni that when we opened it, 
we’d find Gregg. Kidding aside, he.packed his artwork so carfully 
and beautifully we were tempted to take photos of it to show the rest 
of you how to protect yourprecibus artworks

Gregg entered several huge 
oils of semi-abstract nature, and something else; multilith masters. 
This was something unforseeh, and I still’cannot think of any reason 
why this should not be allowed, except that in my experience, this ; 
paper tends to grow old and yellow tb'o quickly. To clear up a point, 
I am quite sure that most; if hot all, of the masters had been used. 
If there issome way.of spraying them with.a plastic coating or some
thing, then I feel that they are as Valid.a piewe of art as anything 
else. The only'reason I wohld want to spray them would be to protect 

......  the buyer of this art; it is hardly fair to him to pay for a painting 
only to have' it fade away--as happened to a watercolor I once had--or 
get dark or something. Otherwise, I’m open to suggestions from you all 
out there on this subject.



GreeK Trend (still): "To the Other Shore' Between Time and Eternity" $12.00, "Sleep No 
More" $40.00, "Eaggers in Men's Smiles" $15.00, ."Look Upon Death Itself" display only, 
"Perchance to Dream" $20.00, "Play Me the Earth and a Tragedy" $100.00 or bargaining, 
"Listen to Me Said the Demon" $20.00, "Subconcious Interruption" $250..00, "The Inferno 
$15.00, "Memorial to a Dream" $50.00 and "AyMere Jest" display only; vhich won thiid 
for Fantasy Art. Gregg also won third for Most Promising of Show.

■ I was sorry that "A
Mere Jest" was not for sale —altho Gregg's prices were much too rich for me, anyway— 
for I dearly love dragons and creatures like that; and Gregg's dragon was a real cutie.

BJO TRIMBLE: entered one painting, an oil "The Leavetaking" for display only. It won 
trophy in Fantasy and the popular vote trophy, Award of-Merit.

F ' All of the
■ .theories put fotth so far are not quite right; I did not enter the least 

• . q£ my paintings (to do that would have been an insult to everyone, including 
\ me), and I did not enter just one painting to be modest.

. / ' ' "The Leavetaking"
is the best painting I have ever done; I love it. and the people who own

■ it love it (l had to bring one of the owners, Ted Johnstone, along with me
to the convention to keep an eye on it!) and it holds a place of honor
ip the McDaniel home. I brought it to the show because it was the best 1

.. ... have done, and I tho.t everyone would-like to see something like that.
........... Also, 

because I. browbeat,, threatened, and pleaded with everyone to send their 
art in, I did sort of figure it would look odd if I didn't show something, 
myself. And.I had no time to do anything more; this is why there was only 
one entry.

The idea that it-even just might win a prize never did enter 
my little pea brain, I had other things to think about, and really never 
thot of the extra effects of entering the show, myself. When I say the 
blue ribbon on the painting, it was one of the strangest shocks of my life. 
I was so embarrassed about winning popular award that I couldn't stand up 
in front of all those people and say so; Ron Ellik had to announce it for 
me. ... ■

And now I don't know what to do; it does seem wrong to have the person 
in charge of the show winning the prizes, or does it? Should I enter any 
art in the next show or not? Surely, knowing the judges, my work was 
judged on its own merits, not because! was- running the show, but what 
does it look like to others? I don't know., And I'm very conf used."-

BERNARD ZUBER: sent "City" $50.00,."Flying Saucer" $8.00, "Self-Shape" $10.00, 'Way 
-------------- o^ti) t,True Loveli $10t00, "Blue Girl" sold, and "All That Glitters

Is Not.Butter" for display only. Bernie's work attrated much comment, 
and his works "Flying Saucer" and "True Love" have since sold to' LAEFS 

- members.
Bernie was willing accomplice to a little experiment, which did 

work out very well. He sent along many small ink, pencil, and water
color sketches (plus a few Ozalid copies of cartoons, etc.) and we put 

. --y—-™—;-- j-^gm on a, table for the people, with small change who would like a bit 
of artwork.; we .didn't announce this beforehand for fear that it would 
not work--out and then we'd have all these little sketches and bits of 
work to return to everyone. Vieil, when Juanita Coulson and Prosser saw 
the table, they threw.some of their small stuff there, too. The.whole 
idea: worked, very well, and we will do this again. Later in this issue, 
I wi 11 describe details of this idea,. .

NOVI TO LIST ALL .-THE AWARD WINNERS: AND THE. AWARDS.. ............ . .......................  



JUDGES OF THE PITTCON ART SHOW: Ed EMSHwiller, professional artist
Elinor Busby, co-editor i960 Hugo-winning fanzine, CRY. 

Member SAPS and FAPA.
Alma Hill, member Interplanetary Exploration Society, 

the National Fantasy Fab Federation.
Les Gerber, editor UMGLICK, member the NFFF & fan writer.
■Sidney Coleman, CalTech's shining light & humorist (?)

JUDGES FOR THE SPECIAL "FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING" AWARD: Elinor Busby, Ruth Berman, and 
Bruce Pelz; Ring Trilogy enthusiasts and experts. .

FANTASY ART TROPHY sponsored by Richard Eney:
FIRST: Bjo Trimble—"Leavetaking"

2nd: Tim Dumont—"The Second Deluge"
3rd: Gregg Trend—"A Mere Jest"

OUTRÉ ART TROPHY sponsored by Famous Monsters of Filmland:
FIRST: Ron Cobb—"Beastie"

2nd: Cynthia Goldstone—"A Place in the Sun"
3rd: Dave Prosser—"The Red Brain"

ASTRONOMICAL ART TROPHY sponsored by the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society:
FIRST: Ron Cobb—"Expedition"

2nd: Robert Lee—Untitled
3rd: Bernard Zuber—"Flying Saucer"

Hon. Mention: Tim Dumont—"Jovian Landscape"

AWARD OF MERIT sponsored by FANAC and spresented by Popular Vote :
FIRST: Bjo Trimble—"Leavetaking" ...

2nd: George Barr—"World of the Fire Mtn."
3rd: George Metzger—"Moloch"

SPECIAL RIBBONS: given for art that did not have a category:
FIRST: Edgar Curtis—"Winter"

2nd: —Colin Cameron—"Shadow Over Innsmouth"
3rd: George Barr—"Shrine in the Hall of Fame"

KOST PROMISING OF SHOU sponsored by the National Fantasy Fan Federation: 
FIRST : Tim Dumont

(Awarded to the artist who shows most 2nd: George Barr
promise of improving SF art field) 3rd: Gregg Trendeine

JUDGE'S CHOICE a tri-color ribbon indicating the group's special interest in: 
RON COBB

FELLOWSHIP of the RING TROPHY: sponsored by The Fellowship of the Ring:
Sterling Lanier—Brass Tolkien figures

All of the trophies except the Fantasy. Award were bought at Custom Trophy Co, 501? 
Exposition Blvd, Los Angeles 16; which gave us a huge discount because we bought the 
awards under the EASES club name. The lettering on the trophies cost almost assmuch 
as the whole thing, at 5^ a letter! We do not have to buy all the trophies at once 
to get the discount, either; this is something to remember.

It was obvious from the 
start of the show that I had erred greatly., in categories for the show; we needed more



• categories and more prizes.1 This is something, with the co-; ope ration of.the rest of 
' fandom, that we will remedy this next' show. - '

For the people who might be considering giving 
a trophy, I will list the prices of the ones 'last year. I'in. sure that almost everyone 
who saw them at the PITTCON will testify that they were ^ood-looking prizes. Therefore, 
the price may surprise you a bit: the LASFS trophy cost $8.00, the FANAC award cost $5, 
the N3F one cost $5.00, and the FKoF trophy cost $9.00; with 440 letters of engraving 
in all @ 5^ a letter coming to $22.00, the four awards cost $52.92.

A very nice award 
could be arranged for about $15*00, you see. This is with the club discount; without' 
it, the trophy would cost about $30.00. Something to think about, fan clubs!

While we are on trophies, and in case someone wants to know about those 440 letters, 
each trophy.said on it: "First Science-Fantasy Art Show I960 Pittsburgh 18th World 
S.'F.:.0onvention" and that takes up a lot of letters! Then the individual trophies had 
identification as to the award and sponsor.

This show's awards will say "Second Science- 
Fantasy Art Show 19Ô1 Seattle 19th World S.F. Convention" unless someone comes up 
with a better idea. Speak now, if you do have an alternate idea, please.

While we're on expenses, we might as well tell you about a few others which were paid 
for mostly by friends of the art show who wish to remain anonymous, darn it... Some of 
the expenses were paid for by the money you all sent in, but that is all gone, now.

Here's why: Last year's art bulletins and PAS-tell ran to 93 stencils □ $2.95 a quire, 
which comes to $10.70 and 3 tubes of ink © $2.85-a tube—$8.55; 22 reams of paper © $1.50 
a ream = $33*00; 800 stamps © 3^ each = $24.00. Plus the usual fan Gestetner fees, 
which ran up to $12.50 and which LASFS marked off as their contribution to the. show.

Tpithis last year (i960) we ran 904 copies of all the bulletins and PAS-tell, using 
some 10,749 sheets of papers For the ones who like numbers, that's a lot; and for 
one like me, it's a staggering amount! The total for all this was $88.75*

: The donations
and money sent in by kind folk did not exactly cover all this, but I managed most of 
it by talking the Shangri-L'Affaires crew out of left-over paper and stuff. Thus the 
explanation of why the paper was oftèn quite varigated.

The fancy figuring was John's 
and Bill Ellern's. hot mine. I.'ve already told you that J-can't count.

Ads for the art show were'quite important, last year, so that people would know of this 
and get interested. And so I squandered some of the money on ads in the PITTCON progress 
and program booklets. I bought half-page ads. You take it from there.

: - . The PITTCON was
quite nice to the art show, and gave us ev ery consideration. They did so much for us 
that we are probably quite spoiled for a convention committee that isn't as impressed 
with a fan art'show ah the folks in Pittsburgh certainly were. Many_thanks to Dirce.: 
Archer (who managed'to put on a fine convention in spite of many personal problems that 
were crowding her life) and to P. Sbhuyler Miller, who is a doll!

Commissions paid to Project Art Show at PITTCON: 07.68, since we collected only. 55kof 
each sale. This was my own stupidity, and I felt very bad about not thinking of this 
earlier so as to bring it up and make a ruling on it. Since the thot of commissions 
did not occur to me until too late, it didn't seem fair to assess the'artists without 
their knowing of it in advance. No taxation without representation, and all that; so 
you see that I am not a hopeless dictator!

Now I would like to hear from you about this!



10.

Well, here I am, trapped as usual. Bjo wants me to tell how Project Art Show turned 
out financially.

Yours Truly got into the act by being present and volunteering at the 
wrong time; with a little effoit, I could have gotten away scot-free, tho conscience- 
striken. Bruce Pelz, the erstwhile treasurer of the Project managed to be elsewhere, 
during the process of the PITTCON. So, since when it comes tô money and numbers Bjo is 
lost, I offered my services. And was accepted. After this minor càtastrophy, I started 
in on the job.

Lacking a cash box to keep change in, a record book to keep track of sales, 
and à reciept. book; to say nothing of a lock on the door, we made do with what we had. 
Sales were recorded and reciepts made out on little slips of paper until we got out 

some hotel stationary. Money was kept in a Manilla envelope. Change was made 
out of whoever!s pockèts^happened to have any.

For a while it seemed that we were $8 or 
$10 short, then it turned out that some of the people wanting paintings had not paid 
for them. Sigh of relief

Next time I'm. treasurer, I'm going prepared!

Project Art Show got a commission on everything that'was sold at the show. More 
about that later; let's see how the show did in sales.... ! ’’

George Barr■

Summer Night Dream......$25.00
/Joman & Bubbles. 5.00
Posiedon................... 3„5O

Total sales.......$33.50
Commission. I.67 

(several items sold before the show; 
no commission collected on that)

G.M. Carr

Tim Dumont

Color Out of Space...... .$ 3-00
Homo Sol............. .....$ 2.00
Shipshape Home............ $ 2.00
Second Deluge.5-00
Nothing Happens

On the Moon........... $ 2.00
Scarlet Plague..... ...... $ 1.00
Kalediscope............... .$ 2.00

Total Sàles.........$17.00
Commission.......... $ 0.85

Martian Doll............ $ 5’00
Commission........$ 0.25

Juanita Coulson

3 sketches.............. $ 6.00
Commission.0.30

Cynthia Goldstone

Fred....... ..............$ 8.00
Commission......... $ 0.40

Robert Lee

Untitled.................$27.00
Commission....... .$ 1-35



Dave Prosser

3 drawings..... ......... $'3.50
Commission........ $ 0.1?

(Some of Prosser’s work which was put 
on the "sketch table" was taken with
out being paid for. So far this seems 
to be our only loss.)

Richard Schultz

Temples of Barsoom...... $ ^.00
Commission...... ...$ 0.20

(There is a story about this sale; 
a very nice story, which will be 
told later in this magazine)

Bnob Stewart

The Night the.Sea
Kissed the Moon...... $-35-00
Commission.1.25

Bernard Zuber

Blue Girl.... . $ 8.00
Fame,.........   $ 2.00
Drawings from table..9*1^

Total sales........$19.1^
Commission........ $ 0.95 

(The extra 4^....well, seems a little 
girl about 5 or 6 years old showed up 
at the art show with only and she 
wanted to buy one of 'Bernie's sketches 
and there was this very small one that 
didn't have a price on it and she.liked 
it so much......... so I sold it for 4$.)

Comments: The next treasurer should be more 
prepared; with a cash box, about $5 to $10 
in change, a reciept book and a record book.

The record book should have a page for 
each artist, to record the title of the art, 
price, name and address of purchaser, how 
price was paid (cash, check, etc). And take 
a liberal supply of pencils or ball-points.

Have a willingness to disagree with the 
customer when she says that the picture would 
look much better without the figures. Point 
out that this is the artist's perogative to 
paint in figures or not. Also point out that 
the artist is versitile enough to paint her 
a special picture—sans figures—for a price.

0hile for Project Art Show, everything 
was a success, it would have flopped financi
ally if not for the PITTCON Committee. The 
amount taken in as commissions would never 
have paid for room rent. V/hat's more, it 
will not even pay for the next issue of PAS- 
tell. It just covered the price of the push
pins used to hang the show; and the posters, 
paints, and other goodies (including tips) 
were paid out of someone's pocket. I have 
several suggestions along the lines of 
making more money.

(1.) Move the commission up to ai least 
lCzo; 15/j would be better. This is much lower 
than the 25,5 that conventions charge for all 
other items like huckstering books and other 
displays of profit.

About 1/3 of the money 
from the art was for the under $5 stuff; 
only 5 people bought more- expensive art. The 
reason for this was obvious. Kelly Freas art 
was selling $25 to 35’

(2) There should be more sketches and 
small art at smaller prices; the average con- 
goer seems to snap up bits of art (in color 
or plain), mainly because they can afford it. 
I suggest that the purchaser be given per
mission to reprint the sketch in his fanzine.

(3) Shoot artists who mark art that 
you coul have sold many times over "for 
display only"; especially when they say later, 
"Oh, I've sold several copies of that."

Boil 
them in oil when they say "oh, I wanted to 
get a photo of that before I sell it." and 
flay the ones who look dejected and say,"gee, 
you should have sold it, anyway!"



IX.
(4) Artwork that, is to be hung on the walls should be priced over—say ,—ÿ3.00. 

The rest should go on the sketch table.
How effective these measures will be remain to be seen. Their desirability should 

be very thoroughly discussed.
General Comments; Please attach a first-class letter to your package, if it contains 
more than one piece of art, with a list of what is in the package. .

You can imagine how 
surprised I was to find a color picture by Dumont among the warppings after the show 
was over. It could have been accidentally thrown away! We were lucky, so ar*

Surely, 
if your aftwork is at all important to you—important enough to send to an exhibit- 
then you can spend the extra .to make sure of its ultimate safety.

If it is at all possible to pick up the 
and bother of'packing, wrapping and mailing,

artwork yourself and save us the fuss 
we'll happily give your postage back!

Title all the artwork that costs over $1.00, even if you call it Design i-lOl. 
This helps keep the record Straight (mine) when it gets sold, and helps us make sure 
we have everything, when we check. Reasonably short titles are appreciated; sometimes 
it can't be done—like Zuber's "All That Glitters Is Not Butter, whicn was very funny 
and strangely, very fitting—but don't worry about it, in any case.

The last point is a rather sticky one. This is about commissions. For an artist, 
a show is a place to display work and to show what he can do; to interest visitors 
in seeing more of his work and possibly buying some of it. Even if none of it is 
for sale, the artist profits because people have seen it, liked his work, and are 
now aware that an artist exists whose work they like; if and when they want artwork. 
Some will buy, or inquire or later commission work; and the artist gets the publicity 
he needs to continue.

For the art show producers, the purpose is to break even. At the PITTCOil, Bjo 
spent $£.00 on push-pins to hang up the artwork, and more 'Oh'posters and paints to 
announce it to the attendees of the convention. Shows depend on the sale of . artwork 
in order to exist. Everything it can sell is a help, from the 10^ sketches to the 
huge oil that say "contact the artist"; provided, that is, that the show collects a 
commission on the sales.

So the artist runs into an old buddy and patron at the show who says "If no one 
else takes that painting by the end of the show, I will". The guy has been buying 
the artist's work steadily for years anyway—so does the art show get a. commission?

Someone who saw the show writes to the artist and says, "I saw your painting X 
at the art show, but it wasn't for sale. Will you paint a copy for me?" If the 
artist does; should the -art: show.get a commission?

A memeber of the art show staff offers to transport another artists work across 
country to the convention. ’ When the travellers arrive at the artistes home, the 
other fans want to see some of his work which will not be shown at the show. One of 
the fans actually buys some of this artwork, add another fan buys some artwork which 
will be slated for exhibit in the show. Does the art show get a commission? Of which 
sales?

These are all problems which came up at this show. We had to ignore them this 
time, since we were busy proving that an art show is both desireable and feasible. 
Next time we should worry about whether it can pay for itself.

----------------- 'William B. Ellem-----------
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(Bjo:. Usually, when I use the word "notes" in the title of a 
piece, I am just being fancy; this time I . am serious.- This 
is not an essay; these are notes--essentially material! 
scrawled on half a dozen sheets of paper during the trip 
home from PITTCOÎ'I, a motley collection of unconnected para
graphs of varying quality about a ditto collection of 
unconnected paintings ditto. I hope I am not betraying you 
and that this is of interest to the artists discussed and to' 
those good people who were at the show and saw the paintings;
—the second is not always a consequence of the first. The 
rest of you clods can go read Famous Monsters of Filmland.)

Tim Dumont has devoted an enormous amont of energy and talent to a task which 
could be done as well with tracing■ paper : the synthesis of works done in an exact 
replica of the style of Ed Erash. • This duplication goes so far that whenever possible 
Dumont signs his name by drawing a metal surface with "Dumont" stamped on it. Never
theless, the energy and talent are there, and on occasion the ersatz product emerges 
almost as good as the real thing, not a trivial accomplishment. From the standpoint 
of con»»-i-<d nl stf illus+.ra+.ion, Dumont deserves the prize he received as most promising 
«I would ralhcr see magazines decorated with imitation Emshs than by genuine 
van Dongens any day.. .

Gregg Trend is the opposite case: he developed a style that, though not so well- 
suited to magazine illustration as the marker-tested Emsh model, is all his' own. If 
he is anywhere near as young as I have been told, this makes my already highly over
boggled mind boggle once more. Trend tends to waver on the edge of confusion, and 
in one painting, he falls in, the result looking like nothing so much as Osterized 
Larry Rivers. The operative misapprehension here (although probably unformulated by 
Trend) is that the same thing a .poet does with so much difficulty—the near-simultan
eous presentation of a vast number of disparate images—can be accomplished by an 
artist with ridiculous ease; just by painting pictures of them all, one on top of 
another, on the same piece of canvas.' It doesn’t work.

George Barr's fanzine illustrations have been highly praised, and rightly so; 
they are good. The same cannot-be said of the art he entered in the show. They con
sist mainly of small paintings of various vapidly pretty women and muscle-magazine men, 
in static poses. The word "pose" is used with malice aforethought—in several instances 
I could imagine the artist saying to his model, "Okay, Jake, suck in your gut and flex 
those deltoids." Supernatural personages fare even worse. I find it hard to imagine 
an effeminate satyr, but Barr has managed to paint one.. Even such frankly illustra- 
tional work as the painting of The Metal Monster shoxis the principal character posed 
against a background symbolic of the plot.

None of these nasty remarks apply to Shrine in the Hall of Fame, a little painting 
of some alien artifacts of such charm that it cornés as a shock to realize it belongs 
to the'same genre as.those ill-considered Emsh cover cartoons for Galaxy : a depiction 
of an alien event at once similar and different from our common experience, that seeks 
to derive understanding from the similarities and amusement from the differences.
(E.g., rocketship landing on alien cow, woman at futuristic dressing table, etc.) The 
only diffe-rnqe is, Barr succeeds in this attempt; the Galaxy covers do not.

Edgar Curtis' abstractions are edidence for the statement in the judges' recom
mendation that the current system of assigning awards is inadequate. Here were 
pictures of. obvious merit, which did not fit into any of the categories in which awards 



offered, and which, therefore, had to be given first prize in a hastily-invented 1'- 
"Special Judgements of non-representational paintings seem to be extremely
puruvnal, but ! was especially taken by•Hokusaidways, which managed to.transform some 
of the spirit of the-old-man-ci-azy-about painting into an idiom quite other than his 
own. I.don't say the attempt was totally successful, but then, translating haiku is 
not easy either.

I have always been a'little ambiguous in my feelings toward astronomical art. 
Sure, in iry adolescence I was more thrilled by the first Bonestell I saw than I was by 
the first girl I dated, and a great deal of that emotional charge comes back whenever 
I re-read The Conquest of Space. But still I am uneasy about any form of art that 
obtains so much of its appeal from emotions that the artist takes no part in forming; 
about paintings that contain so little of their creators. It is like a photograph 
of someone one loves, an object that is returned to for reasons having nothing to do 
with its artistic merits. To someone to whom the stars are only uninteresting blobs 
of matter, would not Bonestell's paintings just be smaller samples of the same?

Doubts aside, and "value" in astronomical art firmly defined as the ability to 
imitate Lion<s.sJ-.el 1 imitating nature; the best astronomical painting in the show was 
Cj" noir Cobb. There was probably slightly more art in Robert Lee's second place 
winner, but considerably less astronomy.

During the judging, when I made violent animàdversions to Dave Prosser's Cycle of 
Death, pointing out that the images of horror with which it is filled derive from 
cheap monster films and cheapei- comic books, Ed Erash I'emarked that this really should 
not matter—just as there are no bad springboards for stories, so there is nothing 
that is not fair subject for art. This is true, but in order for the result to be 
art, the material must be transformed by the artist, not just gulped down like milk 
shakes and promptly vomited again on the canvas.

Prosser is fascinated by evil; it is his one subject; he draws it again and again, 
continually trying to transmit to the viewer his own feeling of horror. When I was 
in high-school I knew a young artist who was fascinated:, as is Prosser, by one subject. 
In his case, it was the naked female body. He was 13 years old, and what was wrong 
with his pictures was not failure of technique, but ignorance. Thus Prosser. Ko 
matter how skillful he becomes with his paints, his pictures will never be anything 
more than ludicrous’failures until his conception of his subject progresses beyond 
that of Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man.

The most, horrifying picture I know is Wm. Blake's liebucheddnezzar. It does not 
attain its effect by skillful draftsmanship, nor by the use of bright colours, nor by 
showing people eating decaying human flesh.

As long as I am invoking distinguished examples, may I point out that there exists 
a whole long tradition of "how to be nasty while still being a good artist" ranging 
from Goya to Jack Levine. Nobody in the art show seemed to know of it. I know applying 
things with a pallette knife is an accepted method of constructing a painting; laying 
it on with a trowel is not. Prossèr, as might be expected, excelled in this particular 
mistake, no doubt feeling he was shockingly defying convention everytime he committed 
a gaucherie to canvas; but even the otherwise es timable 7.Ron Cobb erred in this direct- 
ion--his "god" says more pleasant things about Cobb than it does about its subject. 
(This phenomenon! is. coubly surprising in fandôm, where vibious—and often subtle— 
cartoons are produced in quantity.)

Postnotés: These are things which I did not commit to notes, but still remember: 
Ron Cobb stands, as we builders of a vital new language say, head and shoulders above 
everyone else in the show. Uis Beastie was-the best work there; the only thing I



1^- regret is that it was not for sale...Bjo's picture had the most embarrassing title 
in the show. I had often admired it at Fan Hill, but when I discovered its title, I 
blushed...Someone remarked that Moloch by George Metzger should have been titled 
Mordor Wants You. If it had, I bet it would have won a prize...I have a scrawldirecting 
me to say something nice about Bjo's handling of the show, so I will: Project Art 
Show is like the Sistine Chapel—a considerable aesthetic accomplishment created under 
an absolute dictatorship.

—-------- Sidney Coleman.
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For me, the outstanding thing about Project Art Show’s first exhibit was that it 

was enjoyable. I enjoyed looking at the paintings, and helping give recognition to 
the ones I enjoyed the most. The judging was a stimulating experience; a real "meeting 
of the minds", no matter what the quality of a certain one of the minds might have been.

As for the judging—well, there were only two or three paintings I thought really 
deserved awards which didn't get them. The decisions of the judges were surprisingly 
nnauimous, and my favorite painting won the popular award, so naturally I was quite 
pleased. But there were paintings which didn't get awards, and probably didn’t deserve 
them, which I enjoyed anyway. I was not so much surprised by the number of good 
paintings as by the relative lack of bad paintings, a proportion which one would not 
expect from the usual art in fanzines.

Special praise should be given Ed Emshwiller•for his special care in preventing 
his own opinions from influencing those of the rest of the judges, and to Bjo, for 
making the show a greater success than anyone thought possible. The artists, of course, 
all contributed a little bit of theirselves, and you can’t just thank anyone for that.

And next year, if I make it to Seattle, I’ll bring enough'mqney to buy. some artJ

----------- Les Gerber------------

rr) C^TPGO^Y ~

Impressions of the PITTCON Fan Art Exhibit: A wide-ranging collection in style and 
quality, very well hung. Quite a few examples of professional level work. A lot of 
vitality and imagination in the work even where the technical level was low. Overall 
a good show worth repeating and expanding in the future.

Suggestions for following shows: Besides awards for predetermined categories (i.e., 
science fictional, fantasy, outre-.♦), there should be a couple of unspecified trophies 
or awards to,be given for categories the judges feel show merits, but do not fall into 
the listed classes. Some of the work shown didn't fall into the categories already 
determined, yet were of award quality.

----------Ed Emsh------------- —
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17. Joni .Cornell-accepted the artwork, sent to the PITTÇON, so we asked her to write a 

report about this; and give suggestions which might help the artists and the next 
person who must necessarily take on the responsibility of housing the art until the show.

First, the condition in which the artwork arrived. . Actually, as you well know, 
it was a minor miracle that some of the things arrived in .one piece, and in the case 
of George Metzger, that it arrived at all. As I recall, Bjo gave a few simple instruc
tions, which didn't seem, to impress anyone very much. By.this time all good.fen should 
know better than to trust., the P.O. Especially where packages are concerned. Thin 
cardboard, thin paper, and a smattering of tape is just tempting fate, and I do mean 
the P.O. . . .

Some mats got slightly bent in the trip through the mails, so may I. suggest that 
for next year's convention that when you put the art together for mailing that it would 
be wise to use TWO 'sheets of THICK cardboard, cut slightly larger than the paintings. 
Tape the edges of these together, and in that way the matting won't suffer.

} Although most sent return postage, there were a few who didn't think about the 
matter,.; And another point,, the- afbi sts sending the material should enclose enough 

to pay for wrapping, paper to. be used in reniai ling the material. It may seem 
rid ion inns, bnt wrapping paper does, .cost money, especially when, there are many packages 
to be wæappcdJ

As far,as Ï can remember, I asked for a little bit of information concerning the 
art being sent. And Bjo asked for info to be written on the backs of the pictures. 
In all, these ins buri étions were read and promptly forgotten. Cataloging and nameing 
pleutres took up a good bit of time while we were preparing for the show. If everyone 
would settle down this year and note instructions, and send in their questionair.es 
immediately, perhaps we can give out a booklet at the con....such as.art galleries do. 
If the... viewers can find out more, about the artists, they .will appreciate our efforts 
more. I'm trilling to compile such information, and put it on stencil for mimeo, if 
I get co-operation. After all, I can't read minds, and neither can Bjo.

As for the matter of dues and officers, I think it sould be settled as soon as 
possible. Anorganization can't run on will power and Bjo certainly can't be EXPECTED 
to run the whole affair again this year. It may seem strange, but the lot of a dictator 
is seldom a happy one; too much work. Let's see if we can't have officers shortly. 
And have the matter of dues determined, and sent in as soon as possible, if not sooner.

--- i_—.Jpni Cornell-----------

Robert E. Gilbert did a clever thing; on the back of each of his paintings, 
■ he put a small name & address tag like the one shown below. These are very 

inexpensive, and do not leave scrawling handwriting or. pencilled (for crying 
out loud.') addresses to the committee to translate. Besides being tidy, 
the tags also look very professional. You can buy 500 gummed labels for 
25d from Walter Drake & Sons, 11 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 
(if you want a plastic box to carry them in, send 35^•) This is an idea ■ 
I recommend heartily.
...Another idea:, for correspondence, try some of the photo- 

~ stamps you can get from Marijane Johnson, 1011 E. Hoffman, Spokane 22, dash., 
send her a good clear photo of you, and about $1.50. Itjs one way to let 
people know what you look like, and people are interested in that, y'know.

questionair.es


?n a dizcuzzion at a necent pantg, Z4e pnobdem o[ adwapx-bnoke . ... 
antixtx came up, and zomeone zuggezted an adtennotive to ihe idea op 
a [o/unat gnoup with due/ that cute high enough to pap [on the zhow and 
the buddetin but zoni o[ high. [on ihe aniizt. d thought that you add 

zkoudd kean the zuggexiion, and think it oven; it ha/ zome menit.

d[ the commizzion [on the zade op ant at the /how wax naixed, ihiz 

taodeg woudd pap [on the expenxex o[ the /how itzel[. the point againxt 
it ix that ondp. the zedding, antixtx woudd be taxed, a/ it wene, [on the 

ant zhow.-,- But it wax pointed out that the zeiLing. antixtx coudd mo/t 
a[[ond to pap. [on the /how; they. can. eaxidp. "canny" the next o[ the 

exhibit, i[ they wild conxent to be /o g.enenoux,

I hen, the ondp exp en/ e that nemainx ix ihe co/t o[ pubdi/hing, the 
zhow buddetin; pap en, ztencidx and poziage, main.bg.. I kix coudd be 
annanged bp /ub/cndptdon; anyone u.ho wanted to coudd zabzcnibe to the 
buddeitn. and ant magogine He coudd guanantee -boon izzuez o[ the ant 
magogine,. with [udd ant xhow nepont, and az many. pnogect ant zhow 
buddetinx ax wene necexzang. to keep in[onmed duning, the peon tending 
up to the convention. ! he zub/cniption pnice wax xuggexted ax &/.$0; 
which woudd bneah down io 2^0 pen izzue [on the magazine, and ^00 to 
coven the extna buddetinx. Henhapz ovenzeax [anx xhoudd be changed dl.OO.

Now, a point about the z elding, antixtx being "g,enenoux"; 3 didn't 

mean to make that xound patnoniging, to the antixtx who don't zedd. any.- 
ihing; but zimpdjg that the zedding, antixt doex make an immediate pno[it 
[nom the xhow, white the next o[ the antixtx—whethen theg. one dixpdaiing. 

ondp., on not—one g.eiiing, ondp. egoboo [on ike output o[ poztage and inxun- 

ance op getting, tkein antwonk io the zhow.
Hot that we want to doze ziaht o[ ike ontoiazad idea od the ant 

zhow; io dixpdcug [an-ant indent io ihe next o[ [andom, and pozxibhg. 
to ihe attention o[ pno magazine peopde. Ike exhibition ix ike thing; 
xedding, ihe aniwonk guxt happen/ to adxo be a venag. attnaciive xide- 
iight op the ant xhow. tn thix tight, evengone gjainx zomething, [nom 
the zhow, and the idea o[ taxint ont', ihe zeldino, antiotz to paj'. ana 

expenXex o[ the zhow map. be a venp un[ain idea. B woudd dike venp. much 

to bean [nom pou antixtx who zodd zomething at the Jaxt zhow; what do 

you tl:iinkgo[ thiz? that do ike next o[ you think o[ ike uhode idea? 
de can11 make amg. decixionx until we dean [nom pou. /Aèd woudd, in ano. 
coze,* be. muck dezx ikon a ^2.^0 on ? J. 00 membenxhip [ee, on woudd it?

main.bg


IV, LETTERS & GENERAL NEWS while I'm gazing off into the distance, trying to gather my 
thots.

After mad adventures with the agencies involved, Barbi and Dick Johnson finally got 
their baby; the announcement reading "Jeffrey Richard, 16 lb., 12 oz., Born: May 23,

I960, Arrived: December 9, I960" Merry Christmas.1

CHRISTOPHER BENNIE says he is helping start a new fanzine "Emanation". "I have been 
a Tolkien fan and have read the Lord, of the Rings about four times. 
I did an illo of a devils mask in ink which I sent to Tolkien, not 
expecting a reply from him at all. About three months later I 
recieved a letter from him in which he said it reminded him of the 
character who called himself the 'Mouth of Mordor’. I'll do a copy 
of this if you'd like it."

((Bruce Pelz and Ted Johnstone, who are starting the Fellowship of 
the Ring group, are quite interested in seeing all work about the

. . Ring Trilogy. They will send copies of I Palantir to anyone who
requests it; Bruce at this address or Ted Johnstone, Bag End, 
1503 Rollin St. , South Pasadena, Calif. All artists who like 
Tolkien should try for the Fellowship trophy to be given at the 
show again this year.))

COLIN CAMERON: I can't express how surprised and pleased I was td receive the 2nd 
place ribbon for my painting in the PITTCON art show. Andy Main had 
told me that he had seen the art at the convention, but .that was the 
extent of my information on how the show turned out in general or how 
my entry faired. Honestly, my gratitude knows no bounds; the award 
came' as a complete surprise. Thanks to you and all the others respon- 

. . sible for the,, show..

((Well, next time, I will know to bring postcards to send off to the 
winners right away ; so they will, know as soon as possible that they 
have something to brag about to their families..."see, art isn't 
just a kookie hobby]" By now. you know the reason for the delay all 
around. Sorry. Next year, let's hope you get a blue ribbon.'))

MARGARET DUCE: I would like to enter the art show, but whether .or not I will be able 
to, is another matter. Howsoever that may be, I shall certainly send 
something if I havë the time. By the way, there is a postmark on 
your letter which says Report Obscene Mail to Your Postmaster. Is this 
unusual or does the U.S. Post Office make a habit of that sort of thing?

((Margaret'lives in Australia, and so has an excellent excuse for not 
sending anything to the show; something which the rest of you cannot 
possibly hkv!e. . .er.. .do.. .uh, well; no excuses for the rest of you] 
We hope you—and Lynette and Tony Vondruska—find the time to send 
some artwork to the 1961 show. Send.the packages to Burnett Toskey,

*t 7323 - 19th N.E. , Seattle 15, Washington, who is to be our "custodian" 
of artwork for the Seacon. If you send something fairly soon, it 
should get here on time.

Anything, from oils, watercolors, sketches, 
inks, is acceptable for the show if it has a fantasy, fannish or SF 
theme. We would like to have an international show]

The postmark is a 
little quirk of humor on the part of our little Bhoys in Blue; we also 
got a letter from a crackpot with the posmark "Support Mental Health". 
This is, unfortunately, not unusual; they do make a habit of this]))
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font Qonnell: /lene ane Mme fllloA, WAe cantoonn ane ike neroli of a dap. loan. caniponlnp 

battle beiween Bob f/'onvadk) and J; hâve /tome. LOO cnnioorui hene.
l/hliken

‘PAS-iell? If poa don'i Leave iime io pul one iop.eiken, a end ike maienial 
in me and J'il do il. Someikinp. had poi io be done — vanlouk anlttii 

aneHanllnn. io wonden whai happened. '
Lucke me. 0 ooi a lob maklnn. u u a u

po.tt.enA fon a lilile ikeaine pnoup nene. Çoi fnee Hckeln and all Aonlô 
of opodlaij 11 vancoun ttped b/iumhai and 20 panA of iempna in al 
colonA (inaludinp. floneAceni) and 10 AB Bick leilencnp, nuldeA. All of 

ihtt fon doina ien lb bp. 20 pottenA.

(flhlA Zj 'Jack /lanneAA1 cnavp. lilile Smiik-Qonona elecinlc ippen, io 
anAwen ike oueAilon ppu one. bound io aAk; how aboul ikcA wild Acnipi? 

dell, ike newAleiien accompanpinp. ttu-iell should iell poa whp. ihi-A 

wonikp. pine 2a ao laie; and 0 appneciaie pounooffen io kelp even 
mone ikon 0 can Aap. Of poa will conAiden beinp. "one of ike panoj' 

ikal 0 am "inaininn' fon fuiune dinecllon of and a/wwa, poa would 
make me-vent'. happp. Jou. have Ahown pounAelp io be -cnieneAded. enuf io 

pualifjp. and poun wonk haA Ahown Auch impnovemeni ikal 0 /mow poa 

one keepinp. up 'widh and, doo.
loan lilile ikeaine wad cenialnlp. mone 

o.enenouA ikon ike one 0 wonked fan; and 0 hope ike neAd of poa who 
wonk, fon non-pnofil onoupA hire ikcA have,Joni'a kick wiih il/ 

Ovin'dii

a nehef io /mow .ikal someone 
of. anixuonk iktt i'.eon?))

I ■ fv

eJ^e will be handicap, all iho/te packapeô

BUCK COULSON: That little oil of Juanita's that you were praising found a good home, 
at last. Were up to Milwaukee last weekend and Phyllis Economou was 
going on about. it, so we sold .it to her.

I'm getting quite a kick out of 
to whole thing, by the way; as an ardent'ndn-admirer of impressionism 
I'm enjoying the idea of a gag painting being taken seriously.

(■(The painting is. "Priestess" of something; a small oil of firey smears 
■ with a girl in it. I liked the feeling of it; the spontenaety and the 
real "flame" effect that Juanita got from a bit of a painting that 
certainly did not take any time to do; but "felt" just right. Buck, 
you are right in a sense, about most impressionistic works; but please 
don't be closeminded about it all! Even as a quick little painting; 
even as a sort of joke about impressionism, that pictiire has validity.' 
"Beauty is in the eye of the beholder" and so is the worthiness of any 
particular piece of art; whether it is a. detailed Old Mester or a bit 
of a cartoon on rice paper. I appreciated the gag; but I still liked 
the painting for a painting,.and consider it a fine bit of work.



Just because it did not take Juanit.a hours and hours to paint it does not invalidate the 
painting as art; tior does it being à joke make it any less worthy to hang on a wall as 
art. • ? ’ "■ ■

All art does not have to be serious; nor does it have to say to the buyer exactly 
what the artist may have meant to, say, as long as the basic "feeling" is there.

What I 
object to in impressionistic art—and I’m practically sure that it is your gripe, too— 
is that all too often the artist uses this, as a means to be dishonest and smear a few 
colors-around and say that it is "The Heart of God and The Soul of a Maiden Flower" or 
some other silly thing and the poor guy who buys it; being pressured into it by some 
idoit critic or art galleiy dealer who "knows" art and you are a simple clot who doesn't 
of course; we^-1 he pays good mopey for this and takes it home and ever afterward has to 
defend himself and his very expensive art.

- ■ . . Or if the artist can't sell it, he displays
it_ which is almost as bad—and sneers.as the poor mundane .squares try to figure out 
what the devil he's trying to sayJ

Yet, I once talked to an artist who was sitting out 
on a cliff, painting some, odd smears of blues on blues on blues. I passed by, and 
happen to be a sucker for the color blue, anyway; and we talked. As we did, the work 
progressed until I started seeing a turbulent sea, and sky and all the depths; and I 
said as much. The artist was surprised, for he had only been tiying.for one effect; the 
feeling of, a crisp, windy, salt-tàngy day; he said all he really wanted to say was that 
this particular day was a very''pretty day.

Now, that's a pretty, small and inconsequential 
thing to be saying in pils, maybe; or maybe not. I don't think so, for he was saying 
something, and his' choice of paints is certainly his freedom.

And I think of a painting 
that I like by a man named Hugh Weller; it's a tiny oil about 10 by 10 inches, I guess, 
a sort of stained-glass effect of glowing colors shining thru sunlit colors and reflect
ing off other colors. It is s big flower of some sort, takes up most of the canvas; 
and all it says is "GOOD MORNING.!" But it does that so beautifully! I don't know if 
Hugh meant it to say just exactly that, but I'm sure he meant it to be cheerful and 
wariii and a very happy sort-of-flower.painting. I don't think he meant to say much more, 
at least not in that particular painting. ,

Well,' I seem to be making a mountain of this; 
when actually, I'm just yakking about a subject that really means something to me.

Aïv 1S 
fun! It should take time to laugh, to clown,, to play à joke sometimes; to say something 
funny or unserious or nonsensical or melodramtic. When an artist can do this, and do 
it well, then he is mastering his art! . .

And for an idea of how a small, insignifigant 
bit of work on the part of an artist's, creativity can mean so much to. someone else, -Buck, 
read the letter which follows.-))

RICHARD SCHULTZ: Everyone- pitched in and .helped the art show so much. Ralph.Holland 
~ with the ribbons, and everyone that helped put the art on display, 

the judges who gave up their their time to walk around and croggle 
their brains and eyes judging that melange of wonderful stuff. Poor 

' Ernie Wheatley and Al Lewis who must have spent half the Con watching 
the art so it wouldn't walk away. Joni Cornell tqking on the respon
sibility of recieveing therart, despite her own troubles, and doing 
such a grand job of it. . ;

'All that response fairly croggled me. I was. 
expecting-maybe 90paintings at tops. And some of them would be quite 
poor, judging against people like Barr and Dqmont. But wha' hoppen.

• The roof fell in! Few of that art even below .average, much less poor. 
And the quality;;Galaxy, would like to get stuff as good as those Cobbs



and Dumonts ! . . "
Thank you for the kind words about the wood-carving. Frankly, it was with 

much surprise that.I found.that the carving had sold at-all. ; Theeffect of the sand 
dunes on the bottom was not what I had worked.for, nor were the sides of the pillar all 
''that■'could be hoped for. I was disappointed, and so didn't put down the price tag I d 
originally intended. .-.I-- „And then I found, out who bought it. (("The Temple of Barsoom was 
sold to George Tullis for his wife, who-is blind)) You can little imagine the sense 
of achievement, of awe and wonder that-swept through me when I realized that that little 
chunk of wood had opened the art show to her. It was like .kicking down the doors of a 
private prison and letting the person, inside out. It was a- marvelous thing, as far as 
■I was concerned. It had never occured. to-me that a blind person might be at the show.

' In fact, the effect of the carving to a blindjpe-rson never stuck me before that moment 
when I first met her. And now I have something to doj with my wood-carving, than help 
the art show and gain a little personal egoboo. ;

It's odd, but it was purely by accident 
that I ever carved the thing. But there was this, piece of Birch wood, vrith a design 
pencilled on it, thàt never got used. . '

Oh, say, the Tullis' aren't going to make it to 
the-SEACQN, so since they have indicated an interest, I intend to send them my exhibits 
before j send them to the show. If they like what they see (or touch) they'll probably 
buy it. So., would the art committee send them back to the Tullis' instead of returning 
them io me?

"7 Y: -When the art show was finally opened, it was with shock that the aloneness 
of the Bjo exhibit became evident. The organizer, the whip-cracker of this whold fer- 
slpgginer business-with one painting? Thot you just didn't have time, but I see now 
that.you just didn't want to flood the exhibit. Maybe once the Reins of Command change 
hands-, vou'll toss in a dozen or so of your, best oils and inks.

• ’ ■ Don't think it's any
discredit,.or .something to win prizes, even .tho you areeDictator. Rather, it is an honor 
directed at yourown artistic talents. Even that FANAC popular, vote-,.award would never 
have landed your way if enough voters had not put you in third place before Harlan 
.-Ellison learned of it. Personally, I voted f.or. "Moloch", despite-'the error Metger made 
in leaving all that - "enpty'kblack. space on the top. Reiss' facet of a: (?.Mwas pretty 
good, too. Now-there is a -bwah with real talent! ■ Another one. is Cobb;--that pyramid 
in the moolight was real!

■ (.(Well, Mrs. Tullis enjoyed the artwork -she could see with her fingers; 
this also included Sterling Lanier's brass figures. She thot the Nazgul 
and one of the orcs ■■were particularly fine. I- think' this made a fine 
story-, to point up how important a .small bit-of adt can be, and also 
that more attention might be paid to .■th-ree.-dimenbianàl/.art, and not for 
Mrs. Tullis' sake alpne, for I like to see good art in wood and metal 
and ceramics,, top. ;-

Belli I may as well tell you a sort of secret, people;
I couldn't have entered any other oils because that is the only oil.I have 
ever done. .1 am working on some, now, but .generally,.! have not done 
much, work along the fantasy or SF theme except in line drawings. The 
watercolors have all been scenes of the beach area or like that, I've 
done a few pastel portraits, and some inks. Most of them get commandeered
by my family or I give .them away. ’ ' ■

Now I am working on some color art for 
my own fun; a series of heroines (and villianesses) from books (fantasy 
and SF,. of course); if I have, enuf to show,- I might bring them to the 
SEACON, but I will probably not allow them in the competition.' I would 
.like suggestions from readers as to favorite books, tho.))

/laite;'9 am ftnaLb/, A.eadàw, "Fladz Flame"; fo/wZve'i'.vj. memo/uj., bul who uxlô lnllert.eAl.ecL..?



JERRY PAGE: Could PAS-tell use a column on well-known fantasy artists? I could ’supply 
. critique-biographies on Bok, St. John, Lawrence, Finlay, etc, ad infinitum.

I found a large percentage of the warding merely added to my confusion. I 
hope that by the time Seattle rolls around there will be enough work ready 
to support all these awards. I see no diplomatic way of asking the Kind 
People to discontinue the whole thing. It might simplify matters to classify 
work by "Emsh",."St. John'-' or other artists imitated. I think it would be 
besx to arbitrarily announce these problems and explain why.it isn't fair 
to judge a bunch of works in a class called "Macabre" or "Fantasy" or "SF". 
For a painting is in a totally different class from a drawing; and oils and 
watercolor don't mix.

I can only see this breaking down into a lot of little 
categories; "Fantasy-casein"» "Fantasy-oils", "Fantasy-pastel" ....and the 
same thing for SF and others. Eventually we might end up with "Best BEM" 
or "Alien Landscape" award.

I have some suggestions. First, announce the 
categories beforehand and have the artists enter each work in a specific 
category. More of the confusion could be eliminated by not authorizing 
a "first prize" in any category but "best of show'1. I pity the judge who 
must make a decision with the wide variety of techniques, but I think it 
should be done. And the small awards limited to merely mest in that categoiy 
instead of first, second, or third prize.

Next, innaugurate a competition in 
the field of "Illustration". Designate that the work must illustrate a 
scene from a particular story published and in English. Commercially the J 

. only form of fantasy art is illustrating, and it is the form that most 
interests the magazine editors. There were a number of works which illo'd 
scenes from stories: Prosser's "Red Brain", Dumont's "Machine Shops" and 
the Horvath Burroughs scenes. (Rank imitations of St. John and therefore 
out .as far as I am concerned. Being influenced is one thing, but imitation 
is another). You might broaden the designation to include not only scenes 
but such things as portraits of John Carter and Dejah Thoris.

If you don't 
at least let the artists enter each painting in a particular category: the 
show will become a farce at least where the awarding of prizes is concerned.

If the idea of a J. Allen St. John award for recognition of talent appeals 
to you, I'll organize it, or at least see what can be done. I think the 
law would clear the title for us. Such fen as ’(-were interested) should 
respond to a request for help. Burge and I have already discussed the 
limitations of the award and defining them. Perhaps I can talk the Southern 
Fandom group into sponsoring it.

((Well, you had a lot to say, even if most of it was contradictory to each point you 
presented! Very first; I am doing no mire outside artwork, and am under the impression 
that I told you do by postcard; my apologies if I didn't before this. Most of the 
work you will see in fanzines from this point on are illos and cartoons that I drew 
and filed. Due to the strain; I have to draw a line somewhere, and so do no more 
special illos. Thank you for asking.'

Please send me a sample of your proposed biog- 
graphies, and I will let you know; they sound interesting and might be a fine addition 

to PAS-tell.
You must,know that in a small show of any kind, it is the subject matter of 

the painting., not the medium or technique which must be judged. To have all this break
down of categories would be silly and even more futile than you seem to think. However, 
if someone will come up with a better plan than the one we are using, we will certainly 



change over to this better system! I am open for reasonable, workable suggestions.
You are 

suggesting that we take away the second, third and honorable mention and substitue only 
a "best of show" right after suggesting that watercolors and oils and drawings don't mix; 
just what are you after? A "best of show" would be judged from which particular medium? 
Or a "best of show" for each one? Isn't that as unfair?

I think the idea of an award for 
illustration is fine; but why particularly a St. John award? Unless you wish to give it 
to the people who can come as close to being "influenced" by St. John without actually 
"imitating" him, you certainly could not offer a S~. John award for the entire illo 
category! a€ least, not iho me; for while I like his work, (and this is, after all, a 
matter of opinion) I do not think he is a particularly great illustrator. Good, yes; 
but not great. (I will get a bomb from the Burroughs Bibliophiles, I guess).

I'll "let" 
the artists enter any category they wish; thàt's their perogative, not mine!

The idea of 
category-specification before the show is one we are trying to handle; we goofed (or I 
did, rather) last year by not having the right categories for everything. Next year, we 
Hi 11 do better. But I am in favor of prizes (you will notice that only one honorable 
mention was given, even tho the judges could have handed them out practically wholesale) 
and it was clearly understood that if there was no competition for any particular award; 
it would not be presented.

This is the best wé can do, so far.
I would like to see your 

set-up for awarding the St. John prize, and will base judgement on that; along with the 
restoof the group here. I will not make the decision alone; rest assured. I may be a. 
dictator, but I hope I'm a fair one.

The idea of a' illo category is interesting. This 
could do with some work; any ideas out there? I have been mulling over an'idea about 
illoing for some inter-PAS-tell competition between shows, if I get it muddled out before 
the end of this zine, I will present it for discussion.

It is highly possible that I have 
completely misunderstood your motives for the St. John award, Jerry, and so I am veiy 
interested in hearing more about it. Please send full information soon.

■ I wonder what the
rest of the artists think of your award-no-ribbons idea? Comments, people?))

NETTIE OTT;.Enclosed is. my Xmas issue offering. It's being sent early so I won't forget 
to send it later.

I don’t care what color paper or ink you use but if you don't 
have that I'll take striped ink and polka-dot paper. I'm easy to please.

. I'm
looking forward to seeing the Xmas issue even if I have to buy one or steal 
George's, ((she means her brother, George Barr.))

((Thanx for the offering for the Shangri-L'Affaires Christinas Art Supplement! 
And where were the rest of you?artists?"

As you know by now, you get a free 
contributor's copy of Shaggy when your artwork is published therein.

Others 
who might like to see the Xmas Shaggy should send 75$ for issue #53, the art 
supplement, and the wonderful George Barr calendar. Or 50$ for just the art 
issue and calendar; or 30$ for just the calendar (it cost $$ to put that art 
on photostencil, friend!)

, * 2 And R*E*M*E*M*B*E*R; November 15, 1961 is the dead-
for this year's art issue; why not start now? Any artwork suitable for mimeo.)



GENE DUPLANTIER: Hope to hear from .old Shaggy sometime and would appreciate a copy of 
your art edition very much, How much loot do. you require? Don’t 
forget to keep me in mind for PAS-tell or is ‘this the same thing?

. ((No, the Shangri-L'Affair es art issue is a separate thing from the 
Project Art Show or the PAS-tell bulletin. We asked all the artists 
on the PAS-tell mailing list to contribute to the Shaggy Xmas issue, 
and may do so again; ..but this is in the capacity of art editor of 
the LASFS club 00, not as editor of PAS-tell. As Rick Sneary once 
said, "It's hard to keep track of which hat I'm wearing today."

"Which 
hat? 11 asked John.

"Yes, my 'Treasurer of LASFS' hat or my ’’Bookkeeper 
of White Knoll Company' hat or my 'Representative of the Gestehner

5 .f- . Corporation' hat" explained Rick reasonably.
"Oh" said John quietly.

As 
editor of PAS-tell and director of the art group, I have the interests 
of all you artists at heart, but as art editor of Shangri-L'Affaires 
and co-editor of Melange, I can't help trying to bully some artwork 
out of you lazy bums.!))

RANDY SCOTT introduces his father, who is a good cartoonist, among other talents: My 
father is a writer, used to write short stories, writes books now, has had 
two published. First book, Hunger Mountain, will soonbe made into a movie; 
second, book', Onionhead, written under the pen name "Weldon Hill" made the 
cummy movie of the same name (Onionhead, that is, not Weldon Hill).

. . J .. My illo
enclosed.is the best drawing I have ever done, without a doubt, so if the 
.following.query sounds ridiculous, please remember that I am a neo, and ■ 
should be forgiven for my little absudities. What do you do with thé illos 
after you use them? If you have no more use for them once they are pub'd, 

. do you think it would be possible for me to get this best of all my illos 
back?

((Glad your father is interested in this, too; his cartoon was funny and 
a.fine addition to the Shaggy Xmas art issue.

: Your.illo was fine, and presented
a different angle to the subject, too. We liked it. And you are not 
absurd to ask about itésfuture. We usually file the art to give away to 
visiting neos, or send to Europe where it is reprinted»..', or put it up for 
auction at the club to raise a bit of cash for the treasury (this is in 
case the illo is of the type to hang on the wall). Your work will most 
certainly be returned to you—and William R. Scott's cartoon, too—and it 
is .not an unreasonable request at all.

r : We do tiy to keep track of the art and
. send back stuff we don't use; but the best of intentions...etc. We also 
halve. changed one thing: if we cannot use the art in either Shaggy or in our 
FAPAzine Melange, we will return it unless the artist says .to give it to 
someone else. ;

There was so much quibble about thé Fanzine Material Pool and 
such like agencies, that we dropped the idea of sending the artwork on to 
them.

We do have other fanzines published around here, and use up an amazing 
supply of art. Bruce Pelz, Jack Harness, Ted Johnstone, Bob Lichtman, Don 
Durward, and the Trimbles (hey, that's me J) can all use artwork (plugJ).))
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CYNTHIA GOLDSTONE: Your jolly envelope was cheering even before I opened it, but what a 

" lot of goodies fell out of it!
Forry was a goldenheart to pay for 

"Fred", however, why didn't you keep out a higher percentage?' 
Please consider next time that 33 1/3.is standard commission to 
the dealer; I'm sure you're aware of this. If you want to compromise 
15/o would be unobjectionable (to say .the least) to anyone who ever 
sold anything through a dealer.

My first art award! Technically, a 
national show; you can bet that if ever I should live so long as to 
have to supply any art credits, that distinction will be there.

My 
painting, for the last five weeks, has been going so well that it 
verges on the incredible. Since 1? Aug ((letter is dated 3 Oct)) 
I sold 5 at Layman Gallery, 2 at Ahtist's Co-op, 2 at the Art Festi
val, and 2 from my home, plus the one you sold at the PITTCON. I'm 
fairly afloat in egoboo, I am.

((Well, the problem of commission was brought up earlier; and I am 
interested to hear from other artists about this.

"Fred" , led a fancy 
life, for he travelled all the way to the convention, home to Worry's 
and was given to me on Thanksgiving day; I love him, but he gives 
John the creeps, he says. Men have no feelings for emitters!

Very 
sincere congratulations on your sales, and hope they keep up; but 

■ take a moment to do some more fantasy paintings for the art show, too))

{on (ddLe. doneA; ano. dho^e. -Lddo-t, diJie, {on pabidcadion in oan {amzLn&ô, please?

/ lianx. {on ilverp -Ln amp cade, 9 do dike dJien; and woudd-. -dike 
do ^Kane dome od dh.&n bn. pubJddiino. in i .edanne. on Shaw,. And 

dd nou. kave am' odh.en odd -Lddo/> p-ddA.no. anound... • pend cm oven! 
r o' o o

BOB HORVATH: Hey you asked how much I traded for my paintings. Well, I got a lot of old 
Blue Book Magasines for my stuff, and books, and other material. I figure 
about $35.00 worth, so do you want 5^ of my magazines?.'?.????

((A point here; if everyone else pays a sales commission, what do you do 
about a trade of materials instead of cash? Should the artist kick in 
a percentage anyway; I think so, but what do you think, people?))

GIOVANI SCOGNAMILLO: I have duly received PAS-tell and was indeed-proud to see that my 
suggestion about a movie on the art show has been considered. Yep, 
I could manage to have a projector, but honestly, I must state 
thàt the attendance to the showing may be limited to a couple 
of .persons.

((We got some of the art show on film before Al Lewis' camera 
began to give him trouble. It will be an 8mm film, and if we 
get any kind of co-operation from others who also filmed the show, 
we will have a nice little film soon. I know that Ralph Holland 
took pictures; did anyone else take 8mm color movies of the art 
show? If so, would you please let us know? We will guarantee 
the best possible care, and quick return of the film. When we 
have the film ready to show, we’ll send a copy to Europe and to 
Turkey. Meanwhile, we've got to have the film, people!))



STERLING LANIER: Just a note to let you know how much I appreciate all the trouble you 
went to in getting my little brasses exhibited. I was amazed at the cup— 
quel.objet extraordinaireJ My fiancee has annexed it as a candy dish, 
since I could offer no alternative use, Haven't won a prize since age 8 
when I received a cup saying "Sportsmanship ~ 3rd Class" at the local 
yacht club. My brother has headed his letters "Dear 3rd class sport" 
ever since,

I am working on my partner, and vie hope to have a brochure 
(with photographs yet) ready in the not-too-distant future, and of 
course, you will get one.

Why "1/2" on address? Do you live in a tree 
hoùse?

((We anxiously await the brochure; others have asked for it, too. You 
might consider putting-an ad in I Palantir, the official Fellowship of 
the Ring magazine. This should get some results.

In California, apartments 
and duplexes (one house, two dwellings) are often numbered like 980 and 
980 1/2, since they are on the same property and there is something in 
that concerning the counting. I guess. Ask the Post Office.))

BURNETT TOSKEY : On the art coming to my place, perhaps you could urge them to send it 
by parcel:post and not by railway express; the local PO is MUCH more 

- ’ z convenient than the railway depot, and parcel post is just as cheap 
anyway. Hope I can be of some help.

((This is where you will be sending your artwork; and maybe his advice 
should be followed. Look into it from, where you live, and see, artists. 
Send the artwork to 7323 - 19th N.E. , Seattle’. 15, Washington.))

RAINER EISFELD: I'll give the project a:.write-up in our zines and will also contact some 
fanartists I know personally, mainly in Germany and Switzerland. I suppose 
you will contact Anglofans directly - am I right?

((Thanx for the help; send me names and addresses of these artists, and 
I will send PAS-tell with.instructions for sending artwork "to the show. 
It would be wonderful to have some German and Swiss fans in the show!

■ Yes, all of the Anglogans I know of have been contacted; we are constantly 
finding new ones, and people are always .sending me- new names, for which; 
Thank youl))

FELICE ROLFE: Tho not an artist, I'd like to support the project. How?

((Send money.' Seriously, wè would welcome any interested'parties to this 
project; we need monetary support, and at the show we need plenty of 
physical assistance. We'also need morale boosting, advice, suggestions, 
and "looking in from the outside" observations which sometimes offer some 
really constructive ideas to the people who have worked themselves too 
close to the problem to see the real core of it. C'mon, join the fun.'))

lïeô^ape ^o/t Bo Sien/onus: pou dap tâtai tâte fpbudotoô p.eLLow, bnown and certide
diiio madiertd/ catâbortd (o/l wltaievert tpou caLL idem) arte expen.- 

zuve, bui do noi dide a p/iice, . 'e arte inie/tedied tât tâtede 
cotâ/ud bp. tâte box. ort kundied ioi o/t Koweven tpou. deitâ. tâtem; 
pieade ieLL ud how mutât zJO we can. dend dome marten. io trou.! de _■ _______________________ d o
arte venp anxxoud ^o /tave dome oi tâtede colored!



GEORGE SCITHERS: The Hyborean Legion serve notice that they wish to establish an award 
for the artists, professional or amateur, who execute the best heroic 
fantasy (like Conan, like) which come to the attention of the judges, 
the awards to be bronze hammers, consecutively numbered from the one 
to be awarded at the SeaCon (Otherwise known as the Seathing by the 
Angles and Saxons), which will be Mjolnir II.

It is anticipated that 
the heroic fantasy category is one which will not have many entries; 
therefore the Legion suggest the award be open to both professional 
and amateur and further suggest the award not be limited to those 
who display at the convention, provided their work come:to the 
attention of the judges in some manner.

' The award, itself will be s
short handeled, doublefaced, two pound' sledge hammer of high strength 
bronze, suitably engraved. (The engraving will be a problem: this 
brinze is about as hard as tool steel.) The design of the award was 
chosen as a suitable, heroic implement which is utterly unlike any 
other award of which the Legion has heard; the choice of bronze

• ensures- it will be difficult to duplicate.
(And if anyone ask, ./ho 

is Mjolnir I?" you may tell him that it be the opinion of the 
Legion that the God Thor still'has it, and it be unwise to try to 
get it from Him.)

What think thee on these proposals?

((l think thou1rt loads of fun, and the idea is just crazy enougn 
to be interesting. Where are you going to find a bronze hammer!' I± 
you can't locate such an item;, had.you considered having a special 
stand made up, of wood and polished metals, or some, such, with that 
elegant Legion medallion attached to it somehow? This would not, of 
course, be quite so heroic an award, but it would be a handsome thing 
to display. U+I don't know about the interest the professionals might

' have in this thing; I have sent PAS-tell to several pros,..both in . 
the SF field and out; and have had no violent waves of interest.- -iw 
answers at all in the case of Bok, Freas, Neutzel or Shonberg. So? 
I don't think many pros will be interested in this, or any other 
phase of the show. I'm still trying, tho.

Have you considered what 
an artist.is going to do with a short handeled, doublefaced, two 

on his mantle or on his desk? It 
idea. . . . ,T- sort of think I like it. 

should be kept within the show; but 
of the artists on this one.'

I would
also like to know more about what your idea of a picturing of any 
heroic fantasy would be; people/portraits? Action only? Scenes; 
with people/without people but depicting a heroic fantasy?))

pound sledge hammer lying around 
is a fascinating, slightly outre

I do think, however, that awards 
would like to hear from the rest

DAVE PROSSER: It was a wonderful art gallery, Bjo, and in my opinion an excellent job 
....one which would be difficult to better. You had a mass of problems 
to overcome and you did a magnificent job of it! Congratulations.

((Shucks, t'weren't nuthin' anyone else with a lot of gall, energy, will
ing slaves and a loud voice couldn't do; not to mention all the co-opera
tion from artists, PITTCON committee, N3F, husband (mine) and friends.))
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JUANITA COULSON : I think there was some beautiful representation at the show (though 

what I was doing in there with Prosser, Barr, 'Ed-Curtis, Zuber, 
and Cobb, et. all — presumably as an example of what not to do), 
and all in all, I'm sure you can consider the whole thing a resound
ing success. It's too bad everyone can't win a ribbon, but then 
the ribbons wouldn't mean much.

Trying to'be objective, the crowds 
seemed to be pretty good, and they obviously were buying (perhaps 
this is because there was so much money, floating around Pitt — 
$100 for a Farmer mss — that there is high priced pornography with 
a vengenceJ) I'm inclined to feel, though I have no way of knowing, 
that fan art vias purchased by fans, while fringers were buying at 
the auctions.

But the important thing was the showing, not the 
selling. Do shows ever arrange the show not by the artist, but osrt 
of scattered'!' Sort of one apiece of each artist in a line, or is 
this out?

Not the least of the fun, of course, was the advantage to 
get together with other fan artists — I got a big charge out of 
meeting Dave Prosser, Barbi Johnson, Joni, Ed Curtis, etc. It was 
a ball.

((If we have more categories-, then next year, maybe we will hang 
the work by this, instead of by artist. This would also save the 
judges lots of walking, because all the work of one category would 
be in one spot. If we have the showing we had last year, this 
might even be the best idea of all.

-. Of people who bought at the art
show, there seems .to be a healthy collection of every kind of fan; 
James Kraynik, George Heap, Maggie Curtis, Forry Ackerman, George 
Tulli s, Jack Dittrick, Leo Rothklein, Picky Brooks, Bess Benjamin, 
Jeff Wanshel, Jack Wolford, Eric Delson, Charles Reinsei, Mike 
Stein, and me. These were the buyers of art last time.))

Color Slides of some of the artwork may be available soon; interested persons let 
me know. Al Lewis just showed me some fine slides of "Leavetaking11, 
"Moloch", "Shrine in the. Hall of. Fame", "Lorelei", and with the artist's 

’ , ' permission, will make copies.
' Seems to me there is an angle for making

a bit of money for the art group in this........

bieMcupe fan. L)dok {nep: ft 0 // q L L ft ft / A ft ft! ! ! Ho, Ae/idoa^-bp; pdecide -oend 
bach dhe ideaA we ddicumed aboud dhe !odhden pondfoddo and 
povw-ibde compeddddon; ft've do/d. dhe canbon, and can'd nememben 

add dfte detad-bi we dincavi^ed. ft dhdnk dhad do leave a oond 

nanndap conde^d add dite ddme -in dLLaodnadinp booka and -idondeô 
woadd. be a {dne -idea; {own. oud dhe wdnndnp andwonh do vandom 

opad-dlap. {anppinep and nan dhe nedadd-o and. cndddcamvi dhna ft/IS- 
deld. / lün woadd pdve Aorne
and ^ome n.ecopndddon and convdnacddve cndddaôm do anddodA. 
b\apbe even pndped; dJw ft don'd kn ow how we coadd af-pond dhad.
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BUCK COULSON: We took some photos of the art show, but they didn't come out too well.
For some reason, the color didn't come out right on Curtis' "Bed Shift11 
and Metzger's "Moloch", Prosser's "Feast", has good color , ' but-is slightly 
fuzzy, and Prosser's big thing with all the skulls, bones, blood and 
dripping guts came out beautifully—except that it reflected the flash 
bulb and there is a glaring white spot in the middle of it. The other 
three—Zuber's "Blue Girl", Barr's "Land of the Fire Mountain" and the 
Ron Cobb astronomical thing—came out so poorly on color that the outfit 
didn't make prints from the negatives. I think the Barr will make a 
fair picture,' though a bit dark; the detail seems sharp enough:from 
what I can see of the negative.

On the' other hand, the photos of the mas
querade came out beautifully. I'll send you one of your unicorn as soon 
as I get copies made—if you want any of the others you can have them 
for apiece; we have Earl Kemp, Dick and Pat Lupoff (as Capt. and 
Mary Marvel), the Curtis family, and one long shot of the lineup, which 
seems to feature the Lupoffs again, along with Sylvia White, Dick Schultz, 
Bob Lambeck and various people I don't know.

((Are these slides, or color photot, Buck? I'd like to see your photos, 
and anyone else's; especially of either the art show or the costume 
ball. I will pay for any copies I want,, and return the slides, photos, 
etc, as soon as possible after inspecting them.))

Igedd/p^apham (a m.e&ôag.e fan.): Soon. povdccud woo nùôpdaced undid doo doide; necenddu found

id. and owe. gou an apodogg.; we dûd nod go bg wag. of Sanda Sanbana do dhe 
'dSJTTQdl, and ao coudd nod pi.cb. up goun a/ubuonS. S feed bad aboud dhid, 
fan if mg /lead had been duned in, S woudd have had Andg. I din pink. up goun.

and. Sonnjg gou ndwed dhe nhow; one none goof. Shadd we make, anodhe/i 
dng. ad id fon dhe nexd dhow? Shaggy. needd andwonk; Aedange needts andnonb; 

evengone needd good andwonh.. ..clon'd vodundeen do do any; gou have no idea, 
whcd madnews gou widd Adandl He'd dove do v>ee noun wonk, d've adnend, 

■deen a nmadd. nai.pde of goun. maga-gine wonk. 'Jeo, we need nonet'., and no, 
S m nod banhpud aboud anking. fon id; none aboud dJiidi daden. on. )J

ARTHUR HAYES: The Photo Salon could be a separate deal; though, now that the PAS is
established, it could be incorporated into it as a division. This 
could be a separate group, within the FAG grouping.

((First, Art, will you please stop calling it FAG? Maybe you Canadians 
don't use the word "faggot" and "fag" as a slang word for homosexuals, 
but it is a very common word in the U.S., and especially in Los Angeles. 
So, now you. know; so stop it, for artists have enough troubles without 
having an official title like that.

The photo idea seems to have favor;
there have been enough enquiries about- it to warrant building up some 
sort of show for the photographers. Several questions spring to mind: 
How do we limit photos to fantasy, sf, or fannish themes? Does anyone 
in fandom belong to a national photographers group which might be willing 
to help with details? Is-anyone willing to sponsor an award?))



GEORGE METZGER: I intend to make several copies of Moloch, but doubt if it will .be any 
vast number of them, tho I am told I could, sell this vast number. I 
can’t quite see painting an eûdless number of those things..it'd be 
a little too strenuous* And madness inducing.

However, several had 
better be produced....1 owe one to the fellow who helped me move all 
my junk to San José. His station wagon suffered a sprained motor from 
the trip; It is still in the garage. He bought another car to get 
home in...somethin broke inside that one, too. A painting might quiet 
him a bit....

And ÿes, I certainly do intend to enter next year. Bÿ 
then maybe I'll have some fantasy-SF paintings. I don't at present... 
Moloch is the nearest to it if PARADISE LOST is fantasy.

I never thot 
of Moloch as "evil"... .quaint and rustic, maybe...but evil!'

1 So, thanks
for the cool little ribbon and the info. Must go steal a postage 
stamp and mail this now....
((Moloch, with your permission, is slated to appear on a cover of 
Shangri-L'Affaires soon; as soon as we figure how to do it and do 
justice to the painting! You're right, it might scare people into 
keeping their subs up to date...or dropping them!' But we are willing 
to take that chance.

Remember, this year, only fantasy, sf or fannish 
themes; nothing else! I include fannish themes becuase I would like 
to see some well-done cartoons—like Andy Reiss' pink-faced man and 
his funny, funny cartoon called "Hobby"—entered in the show, and 
there is such a wealth of good cartoons in fandom.))

EARL NOÉ: I think it would be anice, constructive gesture if someone were to sponsor 
an award for the fmz ((fanzine)) doing the best job of publishing artwork. 
The printing and reproduction end of it is somewhat of an art, too. ractors 
would be the quality of the art itself and the quality and faithfulness 
of its treatment and repro,
((You know, this has the glimmering of a good idea here; how about the 
artists giving out an award or two of their own? Might be worthwhile to 
talk it over, anyway; what do you think?))

/I b'leMatye fan. Inaveldin.' ^im. QcojjiKosm: did aou ever .coniacd don. Alden aboul ike. and 
diou>? Send me hl^ addne/M, and O’Id conlacl him. .

ED LUDWIG: I'd like to get some artwork out of your group.- I'm not sure which would ? 
work best—the humble, begging approach or omirious threats or grandies e 
promises of putting your first pic on the cover of Galaxy. We are quite 
unethical, you see, when it comes to obtaining material from high-class 
genius-type artists. And we need all kinds of art. N3F Manuscript Bureau, 
455 N. Tuxedo Ave., Stockton 4, California.

((Some of us high-class genius-type artists ignore threats, begging, and 
promises....but we're usually fair game for flattery! If any of our 
artists have a hatful—or file, drawer, etc—of sketches that the;; are too 
lazy to distribute, here is a dandy way to do it. In this way, many new 
little fanzines obtain artwork that they would not ordinarily get, and 
everyone has access to the Manuscript Bureau for material. Try 'em.))



did
RALPH HOLLAND: who is President of the N3F, and a very nice man, says: The ribbons were

SHO*/ 
IAjFO

PAIJLE. —

CATEG-O^y 
A-WST 

title

a personal donation from me, but since you wanted to know 
about them—I used satin ribbon, a box of Dennison y22 
Notorial seals, and 4x6 file cards and stencil. I ran the 
cards off, typed in the "First Prize1,1, etc./then laid
■them on the enclosed crude template to position the 
ribbons all the same. I put a drop of Elmer's glue on the 
card, pressed the ribbons on, and then after it had dried 
a few seconds, pasted’the gold seal over it.

((Ralph, tho the ribbons were the result of a mistake on 
my part, I was very pleased with them. They are a fine, 
handsome design and give all the information one could 
wish. And I'm sort of glad that I got confused about 
the original offer you made; to make up ribbons for hhe 
exhibitors to wear, much like the ones you made for the 
Neffers at the PITTCON. Thanks for the help; would you

■ consider doing it again this year?)) • ■

/i eMane fon. Çeonne. Ioann. and otden indenented- pantien: dde bac/ionoandn pon Üionep1d 

"Sleeping,.// eaodop.", painted bp (nvijnd (dnle, ane on diôplaj. ai 

ÛLôn&jdand in dde fabudoaô And o^. Animation .exhibid. /de bio, 
(ahoud 12 bo. Jo indies) paneld one venip. expensive (jLOO.OO and 

ap, bud copied ane duppodedip avaidabde. Ken/’edendon, c/o

no Ji/nep. Sdudiod, JOO Auena Vidia, dunbanl^, Qadifonnia. id dive
t.. J . . one do condacd aboud dhid.. ■ tan-maid do (drde do dde Mne pdaee.

JOHN WANDERER: Bet you had a merry time getting home with:all the items you picked up 
. at the auctions, especially travelling in a small foreign car.

fc j■ I was
particularly interested in Ron Cobb's "Expedition" and wanted to know 
the story behind it. I think Mr. Cobb is the true heir apparent to 
Chesley Bonestell, and I'm looking forward to seeing more of his work 
on magazine covers. That moon-exploration cover for F&SF was a dandy. 
I'm hoping you can prevail Upon Mr. Cobb for a note of explanation— 
describing the mission and a couple of rough sketches, showing ship's 

..interiors and their flight-path. Strictly at his own convenience ; I 
don't want to bug a genius-at-work.

■fl'll try to get something done for
: the '61 art show, though I'd be conceited to hope, for even an honorable

, . mention.
...  ~ •OiL-TO’ THE MOONI. (.If the Dean Drive works out J)

((Ron Cobb is strictly' at Uncle Sam's convenience for à little while, 
so we won't be hearing much from him. The picture in question was 
titled by someone else, and ironically, too. It was, of course, the 
total bombing of the entire eastern seaboard. Those were not spaceships, 
but. warheads on their way further west. It was a subtle painting, but 
then Cobb does some pretty subtle’work'; I don't think even John Campbell 
caught on to the real idea behind the picture.

There were small details 
of the missies, sketched on the back of the painting; lovely little 
bits of work. Now you enter some work, too;. okay?))



TIM DUMONT: Ralph Holland sent me a color snapshot of Ron Cobb’s prize winner from the 
show. A beautiful job. I was truly impressed1, and think that he justly 
won the award. How old is Ron, anyway? I understand he's a college 
student.

I hope things are settled soon with the trophy. It’s the first 
trophy I ever .won and I'm anxious to display it.

Incidentally, I understand 
that the Seattle boys are having a little difficulty finding a hotel, y 
especially on which can accommodate an art exhibit. Any truth to this?

((Ron Cobb is .just over 21, I think. He was just drafted, and we have had 
no word from him since he left. He did give many wonderful sketches over 
to me to show around to prospective buyers, and when they come back, per
haps I will talk him into letting me publish some of them (these sketches 
are not exactly for sale; they are to show art editors what Ron can do). 
Your claim came thru and a new trophy is in ttye making; let*s hope the 
P.O. doesn’t demolish this one, too.'

No, there is no truth in the rumor 
that the Seacon is having trouble finding room for the art show; there 
never vias any doubtmahout this. I'm afraid that certain sources (and I 
could name three N3F people right now) spend their time, starting trouble 
and then claiming to "help out" and getting hurt when anyone accuses them 
of doing anything wrong. I -will say this; P*L*E^A*S*E, people, when a 
rumor gets to you about something gone wrong with the art show, trace it 
down and find out if it's true; or do as Tim did, and bring it to me.

I will 
level with everyone; if we've hit a snag, then I will tell you about it. 
Last year, certain people had the PITTCON committee and me and most of 
the artists on their toes trying to figure out what rumor might be true 
or not. They are starting the same tricks this year, and they are hereby 
warned; I will happily name them and call them to task if this keeps up! 
I have too much to do to try to keep one step ahead of some idiot who has 
nothing better to do with his time than gossip.

As a matter of fact, the 
SEACON, as with any other convention, had to get a.hotel with plenty of 

dddf big rooms, not nust for an art display, but for the speeches, costume ball, 
book sellers, etc-. How could they possibly not have room for an art show? 
A small regional conference might not have room, but a world convention 
would have trouble with the rest of the convention if it could not get 
several large rooms for displays and suchc Your informant vias, as usual, 
talking thru his hat, Tim; and thanx for the tip-off.

•To make sure of all 
this, I asked the people in Seattle; and with luck we will have a map of 
our area, in the next issue of PAS^tell.

Bull information about the SEACON
■ can'be obtained from SEACON, P.O. Box 1365, Broadway Branch, Seattle 2,

Washington. Send $1 to Wally Weber, Treasurer and he will send you the 
''h-ij progress reports. Tells you all hbout the hotel, the Hyatt House, and
V other interesting information.))
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TO BE ACCEPTED FOR EXHIBITION IN THE SECOND ANNUAL SCIENCE FANTASY ART SHOW :

1. Artwork must be of a fantasy, fannish, or science-fictional theme.

2. All/artwork (except oh'stretched canvas) must be matted.
Brownie, beaver 

or Strathmore board will do. White or colored matting is up to the 
artist. At least a 2 inch border of matting is desireable.

3. No glass, heavy frames, please. Plastic or saran-wrap may be used.

J ,4. Your full name and address MUST be on the back of each piece of art.
» . Also state the title of the art, and the price or "Display Only".

' NOW PACKAGE YOUR ARTWORK CAREFULLY SO IT WILL ARRIVE SAFELY:

1. Place artwork between two heavy pieces of cardboard; Make sure smaller 
pieces will not slip out or rub against each other to smudge.

■ Tape around 
the cardboard carefully and wrap with heavy paper.

2. Wfeap package with string, or tape it closed very tightly.

3. Address the package carefully and put a clear return address on it!

4. Insurance both ways through parcel post and express is YOUR responsibility

5. Attach—or send immediately—a first-class letter listing the artwork 
in the package, and including enough postage and insurance to send the 
artwork back to you. If money to cover postage and insurance is not 
included, the artwork will not be returned until it is sent.

6. List all the artwork in the package. This will avoid mistakes, and aid 
the art show committee in setting up a full list of all the show. It 
will possibly save a small piece of work from being thrown away with 
the wrappings, too.

7. Send-the artwork—AS SOON AS POSSIBLE—to :

W :
Burnett R. Toskey 
7323 - 19th N.E.
Seattle 15, Washington, U.S.A.
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^PotfspY^s -- -b
At the first art show, in Pittsburgh< We had some very nice trophies, to award to 

deserving artwork» These prizes were sponsored by groups and individuals, and—except 
for.two—were bought from the Custom Trophy House in Los Angeles at a 40^. discount 
because' we bought them in the name of the Los Angeles Science Fantasy Society, and the 
company gives club discounts» As a result,- some very fancy trophies were obtained at 
a very reasonable price» (For example, the N-3F7awardrdost.c$12—with engraving—when 
it would ordinarily cost around $21 to $25).

The second art show, to be held at the 19th World Science Fiction Convention in 
Seattle, needs sponsors for trophies» We are asking you as groups, clubs, and apas 
to consider filling this need,, It would help support a worthy project, and give you 
a chance to have your name on something permanent and worthwile in itself.

The idea of individual sponsors may get a little involved; as we have already had 
indication of an"anything you can get, I can get fancier" sort of thing coming to the 
fore (and'not at all connected -with Dick Eney, who was our only individual sponsor of 
last year; to clear up any doubts in that direction). It is perhaps advisable for 
the awards to be sponsored by several people; this is still open for discussion.

We need more categories, to avoid ignoring the fields of art which were not 
included in the selection of categories for trophies we had last year. These included 
shronomical art sponsored by LASFS (as will be. again this .year), fantasy art sponsored 

by Dick Eney, the.Fellowship of the Ring award sponsored by the group of the same name 
(who will sponsevagain), outré art sponsored by Famous Monsters of Filmland, the 
Award of Merit (presented by FANAC, actually bought by an anonymous "angel"), and the 
most promising artist trophy sponsored by thé N3F (who will also sponsor-again, and 
has already sent the money for it; thank you, people 1().

As you see, we need something to cover the field of s-f art; illustration and 
other expressions of art. We need at least one—two if possible—open or special 
awards to cover, the unexpected art which should get some recognition. We need advice 
in setting up a full gategoxy of awards; anyone who has'ideas on this, let us know.

All of the sponsors should realize that if the judges find ho artwork in their 
particular category wbicn is worthy of an award; it will not ]?e presented. There is 
no reason to hand out a trophy simply because it is on hand. This cheapens the show, 
and makes the prize worthless; and will not be allowed in these exhibitions.

FAPA and SAPS are currently worrying about an excess of cash on hand (J); here is k
an idea for getting rid of some of it, and gaining some egoboo. Could the necessary 
number of people needed to pass on a resolution like this actually1.vote on it? There { 
are some doubts in this quarter that we could get that many people off their fat votes 
in time for the next art show—it is only six months before we have to purchase-'-the 
trphies. Still, it is an idea to consider, people...... • i

The Hyborian.Legion has Already offered an award for heroic fantasy art. Someone 
has even suggested an award for the fantasy abstractions like Edgar Curtis1Gregg 
Trend's, and Bhob Stewart’s; this is something to. consider. And what pf the three- 
dimenèional art—wood-carving, glass, ceramics, etc.—where do they fit into the show?

Everyone is eligible to enter the show, if they follow the instruction sheet on 
' back of this page. Everyone is very welcome to enter art, illos, cartoons.....

Tiophies last year had this engraving: "First Science-Fantasy Art Show -- I960 — 
Pittsburgh 18th. World S.F. Convention" and the type of award and sponsor's name. 
Unless someone has a oetter idea, this year's awards will be somewhat similar.


